Amendment to PCSP-EDMC-2020-10, Community Gateway Signage
Amendment #1 – Issued on Wednesday, September 30, 2020:
1.

Extension of closing date & time and therefore the resulting change to the Public opening
date & time.
Please note:
The closing date has been amended to be Thursday October 8th, 2020 at 12:00 noon.

Clarifications provided on September 30, 2020:
We expect that all previous signs will be removed completely, but, are open to working with the
successful proponent during the design phase to see if any of the structure can be
reused/repurposed.
Similarly, we are open to working with the successful proponent during the design phase to
resolve any location issues or challenges.

Clarifications provided on September 29, 2020:
1.
Can we get the town’s branding/Northeast Avalon regional template?
-All documents that will help inform the design of the sign will be given to the successful
proponent. Both documents will only influence logos, colours, etc. There are no sign content or
material details in either document that relate to community gateway signs.

2.

Can there be an extension for the proposal?
-The current deadline will remain Monday, October 5th.

3.

Have you established an estimated development cost to design, fabricate and install the
individual Primary and Secondary Gateway Signs. If yes, can you share with the bidders?
-We have not established an estimated development cost to design.

4.

Will any form of lighting be permitted on any of the signs.
-This will be determined in the design phase, but, we expect the primary signs could have some
form of lighting.

Clarifications provided on September 25, 2020:
1.
Please advise of the budget for this work?
-There is no budget associated with the RFP.

2.

Please confirm number and location of primary and secondary signage.
-The two primary signs will be Thorburn and Portugal Cove Roads. The other three signs will be
secondaries.

3.

As we are a design agency, can we quote on only the design elements for this work?

-The Town will require the preferred supplier (or their contractors) to design, fabricate and
install the sign five (5) community gateway signs.

4.

Are you looking for a design that basically identifies the name or are you looking for
something artistic and more illustrative?
-We expect an artistic design to complement our branding.

5.

How many sign designs are needed?
-Two (2) designs – one for the primaries and one for the secondaries.

6.

Also please confirm if signs are double sided or single sided.
-Any design decision will flow from the design process. We are open to either.

7.

Are there requirements for the signage hardware?
-No, the design will dictate the hardware requirements.

8.

Would the current planter boxes stay or are you looking for those to be disposed?
-We expect the entire structure to be removed.

9.

Is the Town looking to replicate the same physical structure you currently have in place,
i.e. planter with wood stands for the sign that is attached to it?
-We are looking for a new design.

